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an introduction to landscape structure

The ecological structure of landscape has been 

formalised in terms of certain landscape elements:

PATCHES

CORRIDORS

MATRIX



Characteristics of PATCHES

The size and shape of patches differ greatly and have major 

implications for the nature of the ecosystems within.

In this context patch area and the interior:edge ratio are two extremely 

important characteristics of patches

Small patches are all edge, intermediate patches may contain appreciable 

proportions of both patch edge and patch interior, while large patches though 

having somewhat more edge are mostly patch interior.



Characteristics of PATCHES

this same ratio underlies the importance of the shape of patches.

hence, narrow rectangular, strip, and ring patches contain considerably 

less interior environment than the same area in isodiametric form.

interior:edge ratio is useful in understanding the species diversity as well 

as other ecological properties of the patch. 

typically species are predominantly, or limited to, either the edge, or 

interior environment of the patch. 



Environmental Resource Patches: originate as a result of the 

uneven distribution of what can be regarded as relatively 

permanent environmental properties in space.  As these properties 

can be considered to be resources from a biological point of view 

we hence have the concept of an environmental resource patch.

... a topogenous mire

Ephemeral Patches: these are patches of very short duration 

associated with transient events in the landscape and are often 

important mainly at fine levels of resolution.

... standing dead tree, burnt strip of heath

PATCHES



Environmental Resource Patches:

... a topogenous mire

PATCHES



Ephemeral Patches: ... standing dead tree, burnt strip of heath

PATCHES



PATCHES

Disturbance Patch Type I. Spot Disturbance Patch: result from 

the disturbance, modification, or alteration of the properties of a small 

area of the landscape so that surrounding patches, corridors and 

matrix remain largely undisturbed.

... a dew pond, or small lawn (improved grassland)

Disturbance Patch Type II. Remnant Patch: here the bulk of the 

landscape has undergone modification or disturbance and this 

surrounds small undisturbed i.e. remnant patches in the landscape

... ancient (and "ornamental") woodland patch



PATCHES

... ancient 

woodland patch



there are four types of corridor; partly determined by structure, 
but also differentiated on functional grounds

although these corridor types differ greatly in their structural 
characteristics as well as their functional roles ….

all are major integrators of landscape structure,

all perform significant roles in the functioning of landscape 
processes

that is patches are linked by corridors,

and the matrix is permeated by and interconnected by corridors.

CORRIDORS



CORRIDORS

Line Corridors: such as hedgerows and roadside verges, are narrow and 

provide migration routes and habitats primarily for edge species.



Strip Corridors: such as fire breaks, or cuts for power cables through forests, 

are wider and have an interior environment down the centre that is capable of 

providing migration routes and habitats for interior species.



Stream Corridors:
border waterways and 

where they are wide 

enough to include a 

significant proportion of 

interior environment on 

well drained soil may 

double as a strip corridor.

CORRIDORS



Networks: are interconnected 

and anatomising line or strip 

corridors which contain loops and 

therefore provide alternative 

pathways for migration, predator 

avoidance, foraging etc

CORRIDORS



the matrix is the background type of a landscape

usually, though not always, areally the most extensive of the landscape 

elements

usually highly interconnected, and exerts a major influence on the 

ecology, particularly the developmental ecology of the patches and 

corridors embedded in it.

although it is possible to provide a typology of matrices, such attempts 

are less satisfactory than typologies of patches and corridors

so, the general matrix concept of a relatively homogeneous background 

element of the landscape will suffice here

MATRIX



MATRIX

Matrix: permanent grass Matrix:arable agriculture



….. given this ecological structure of landscape, 

how do species and populations behave in 

relation to this patchy mosaic of landscape 

elements with varying degrees of inter-

connectivity ?

Now, the next question is



Habitat Patches and Species / Area Relationships

large patches (islands) support more species than small patches 

(islands)

the species / area relationship is considered to constitute one of few 

genuine laws in ecology

such relationships are argued to be relevant to preservation of species 

in a fragmented landscape

the relationship can be described by a simple power function

eg: for oceanic islands for every tenfold increase in island area it has been 

suggested that there is a doubling of species number (Darlington 1957)



that power function is usually represented as:

where: S = species number and A = island (patch) area

and c is the intercept [empirically derived constant and 

depends on the biotic richness of the area], and z is the slope 

[generally relates to the difficulty of reaching the island or 
patch]

zcAS =

more usually the logarithm of both species number and 

island (patch) area is used, so

if logarithms taken the relationship becomes

log(S) = log(c) + zlog(A)



the logarithmic transformation converts the species/area 

curve into a straight line



however, area is not the only factor affecting species 

richness ....

there are more species on near patches (islands) than 

on far patches (islands)

we will return to the influence of distance later ....

but first we shall look at explanations for the area 

relationship

the distance effect



the most common explanation of species / area relationships is habitat diversity

ie. larger islands provide a larger range of habitats potentially available both for 

colonisation and for adaptive radiation by species already established

however, can be shown that this not always the correct, or only explanation, 

other explanations may be necessary

one of these is the passive target or sampling model, 

ie. islands or patches are "targets" which randomly accumulate species

the argument then goes that even in the absence of other factors there should 

be an expectation ....

that larger islands (patches) would accumulate more species merely by chance



The Equilibrium Theory of Insular Biogeography

variously known as ETIB, EMIB, IBT sensu stricto (MacArthur and 

Wilson 1963, 1967)  has the basic premise:

the number of species occurring on an island (patch) represents a 

balance between recurrent immigration (colonisation) of new species 

on to an island and recurrent extinction of resident species

equilibrium numbers occur where immigration rate and extinction rate 

are equal

NB similarity to equilibrium fraction of sites occupied by a metapopulation



ETIB assumes a permanent source (the mainland) with a pool of P 

species all with similar colonisation and extinction potential

can therefore define immigration (number of new 

species arriving per unit time) and extinction rates 

(number of species already present going extinct) :



the intersection of the immigration and extinction curves determines 

the equilibrium (actually a dynamic equilibrium or steady state) 

species number and the turnover rate at equilibrium

equilibrium number depends on 

the size of the source pool and 

the maximum immigration and 

extinction rates

turnover rate is the number of 

species arriving (or disappearing) 

per unit time at equilibrium ... it 

does not depend on pool size



the area effect ...

smaller habitat islands or patches also have smaller population sizes per 

species which increases the extinction rate and lowers the equilibrium 

species number



the distance effect ...

habitat islands or patches which are distant from or isolated from the 

source pool also have a reduced immigration rate leading to a lower 

equilibrium species number



although the model predicts species richness its underlying assumptions 

are at the population level

one such assumption is 

that all species have 

identical dispersal and 

colonisation potential, ... 

and

that species extinctions are 

independent of each other

if these assumptions 

(actually unrealistic) are 

ignored the straight lines 

become curves



We will pause here and leave for a moment the 

relationships between species number or richness 

and patch characteristics ….

…. instead we will consider for a while the way 

that populations respond to landscape structure by 

considering the manifestation of population 

models at the landscape scale.



closed population models assume changes in population size, and 

because  additions (births), and losses (deaths) occur locally, they are 

contained within the local population, hence closed models.

mathematically convenient but not biologically realistic

in real populations actual changes in populations through time involve 

movements between local populations

indeed it is this movement which is often critical to the persistence and 

survival of populations.

hence the ecology of a population of local populations, or a 

metapopulation … a group of local populations linked by immigration and 

emigration.



metapopulation models differ in two ways from closed 

population models:

The first is that they do not predict the size of a 

population, but its persistence.  So quantitatively there 

are two possible bounding values 

These are: 0 (local extinction), and 1 (local 

persistence).

Immediately with the use of terms such as extinction

and persistence, the relevance of metapopulation 

modelling to conservation becomes apparent.



secondly, whereas normal, population models concentrate on the 
equilibrium population size for local populations which persist 
through time ....

metapopulation models recognise that local populations    
frequently go extinct. 

so when seeking to recognise a steady state or equilibrium
population the appropriate scale for doing so is the regional or 
landscape scale.

at such scales it is not the persistence of any particular local 
population which is important ....

but the proportion of all population sites in the metapopulation that 
are occupied .... 

or the extent to which populations occupy the landscape.



implicit in this reasoning concerning scale is the notion that a 

distinction can be drawn between

local extinction, and

regional extinction

the risk of the latter is usually much less than the former especially 

where local populations are linked by migration

however, the time scale must be specified (usually years or 

decades) for in theory given enough time all local populations will 

ultimately go extinct.



these models demonstrate an important principle: 

multiple patches spread the risk of extinction

In true metapopulation models, local populations, sites or in 

landscape ecological parlance patches are linked so that probabilities 

of local extinction and local colonisation depend on patch occupancy.

metapopulation models were originally applied to species that 

occupy habitats that are naturally patchy or transient.

the potential relevance of this type of population model to species 

occupying fragmented habitats was soon recognized by 

conservation biologists



these local, often small, 

populations are subject to 

periodic chance extinction, but 

the habitat patches which they 

occupied may be subsequently 

recolonized by individuals 

dispersing from other 

populations.

as long as the rate of 

recolonization matches or 

exceeds the rate of local 

extinction, the regional population 

will persist.

such a 'population of 

populations', functionally linked 

and sustained by dispersing 

individuals, is termed a 

'metapopulation'.

‘classic’ metapopulation model



We can now return to island biogeography theory 

and consider some further refinements to the 

model ….

….and then address some of the similarities of 

these refinements with further development of 

metapopulation ideas.



Area and Distance effects, further considerations ...

in the basic TIBG model ...

area affects extinction rate

distance affects immigration rate

however can be extended to 

consider ....

effect of distance on extinction: 

rescue effect

effect of area on immigration: 

target effect



the rescue effect is the reduction in the extinction rate of near islands 

(patches) relative to far or distant ones

M-W model predicts higher turnover on near islands (a), R-E predicts 

increased turnover on more distant islands (b)

a. b.



the target effect is the increase in immigration on large islands (patches) 

relative to small ones

M-W model predicts higher turnover on small islands (a), T-E predicts 

increased turnover on larger islands (patches) (b)

a. b.



We can now return to metapopulation theory and 

consider some further refinements to the classic 

model ….



Variations to the 'classic' Metapopulation Model

Island / Mainland Model

Patchy Populations / Internal Colonisation Model

.... in both it is assumed that the probability of extinction is independent of the 
fraction of patches occupied

Rescue Effect Model

.... where this independence is removed and the probability of extinction is 
affected by the fraction of patches occupied

...and combinations of the latter with: 

either ... the Island / Mainland Model where colonisation is 'external‘

or ... the Patchy Population Model where colonisation is internal



island-mainland model in the 'mainland-island' situation, 

long-term metapopulation 

persistence is assured by one or a 

few very large ('mainland') 

populations

smaller nearby 'island' populations 

are, however, vulnerable to 

periodic extinction; these can be 

recolonized by dispersers from the 

large mainland population, but 

have no reciprocal effect on it 

because they are too small



'patchy' population (internal colonisation)

other species exhibit 'patchy 

populations' where patch 

fragmentation occurs within the 

area covered by the population. 

such species tend to be good at 

dispersing between the habitat 

patches, so that the local 

populations operate 

demographically as a single unit 

and are therefore unlikely to 

undergo cycles of extinction and 

recolonisation.



'non-equilibrium' metapopulation

'non-equilibrium metapopulations' comprise 

local populations that are effectively isolated 

from one another

recolonisation of vacant patches, if it occurs 

at all, is too slow to offset the rate of 

extinction.

in the absence of any recolonisation, each 

local population must be regarded as an 

isolated unit

regional population gradually declines as 

individual local populations go extinct and 

are not replaced

must apply to many rare species that have 

become confined to isolated habitat patches 

that are too remote from each other to allow 

any realistic chance of natural 

recolonisation

likely to apply most rigidly to species that 

are doubly disadvantaged by extreme 

specificity to scarce and localised habitats 

and limited powers of dispersal



implicit in this reasoning concerning scale is the notion that a 

distinction can be drawn between

local extinction, and

regional extinction

the risk of the latter is usually much less than the former 

especially where local populations are linked by migration

however, the time scale must be specified (usually years or 

decades) for in theory given enough time all local populations 

will ultimately go extinct.



these models demonstrate an important principle: 

multiple patches spread the risk of extinction

In true metapopulation models, local populations, sites or in 

landscape ecological parlance patches are linked so that probabilities 

of local extinction and local colonisation depend on patch occupancy.

metapopulation models were originally applied to species that 

occupy habitats that are naturally patchy or transient.

the potential relevance of this type of population model to species 

occupying fragmented habitats was soon recognized by 

conservation biologists



Single Large or Several Small (SLOSS) Debate:

or

landscape ecology, island biogeography, and metapopulation

theory have all had both an implicit and explicit impact on 

management for conservation

nowhere is this more apparent than in the debates that ran through 

the 1970s, 80s, and 90s concerning the optimum size and shape 

of nature reserves.



Single Large or Several Small (SLOSS) Debate:

or

here there were protagonists for two main points of view:

first, those who favoured single large reserves on the basis that 

such a strategy ensured viable minimal areas for all species of 

conservation value … and

secondly, those who championed several smaller reserves as a 

way of countering regional extinction while acknowledging the 

possibility of local extinction



Single Large or Several Small (SLOSS) Debate:

the first group in particular stressed the apparent benefits of the 

large island model from island biogeography theory 

this includes the effect of area and habitat diversity on reducing 

extinction rates

the second group, of course, while acknowledging the possibility of 

greater extinction rates on small islands also referred to the 

recolonisation potential within a metapopulation 

they also stressed the value of connectedness derived from 

landscape ecology and quoted it as an antidote to the relative 

isolation of smaller reserves

both positions are oversimplifications and there is no correct 

solution though the insight provided by theory continues to 

inform decision making


